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Abstract On the example of the magnetic field sensor shown that the developed
sensing element type thin-film SOI MISIM transistor with built-in channel provides
the creation of sensors with substantially improved electrical characteristics
(magnetic sensitivity, temperature range). The physical model of a sensor is con-
sidered and justified the choice of the optimal electrical regimes. It is shown that the
operation temperature range of the magnetic sensing element is from LHT up to at
least 330 °C. Theoretically predicted the possibility of increasing the temperature
limit by 200–300 °C depending on the functional purpose of the sensor. Developed
and implemented microelectronic operating voltage stabilizers of sensors and
electronic keys operating at temperatures of 230 °C and not less than 300 °C,
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respectively. It is shown that the developed sensor and functional elements provide
to create multifunctional multi-channel high-temperature sensor of magnetic field
and temperature.

Keywords Magnetic sensor � Hall sensor � Temperature sensor
Misim transistor � Accumulation mode � Depletion mode � SOI technology

Motivation

Lately, the demand for microelectronic sensors that are capable of operating at
increased temperatures has substantially elevated in different areas of applications.
As an example, automotive, aviation, and space electronics, instrumentation used in
the chemical industry, geophysics, oil, and gas industries require sensors that
operate in a temperature range of 475–775 °C.

In addition, there is an obvious need in microelectronic sensors that operate in
deep cooling conditions down to liquid-helium temperatures (e.g., for control of the
characteristics of superconducting magnets in unique physical devices).

It is significant that Si now is the main semiconductor material for nano- and
microelectronic devices including sensors manufacturing. Devices based on bulk
single-crystal Si are not able to satisfy high-temperature microelectronics as far as
cryogenic microelectronics. For example, for Si Hall elements, which are the
most-used magnetic sensors, the operating temperature limit does not exceed 150–
170 °C [1]. Such upper limit of operating temperature caused by two factors:
(i) leakage of the current of the p–n junctions that rapidly increases with the
temperature growth and (ii) the thermal generation of exceed electrons and holes in
Si, whose concentrations increase with the temperature growth. The conventional
method of solving the problem is to apply a wide-band A3B5 semiconductors and
thin-film multilayer structures for high-temperature sensors based on it, but this
solution is much more expensive.

From the other side in case of deep cooling (T � 20 K), the atoms of donors
and acceptors in Si are in the neutral charge state. In this case, the p–n junctions
used for separating traditional Hall element from the substrate and the n+–n junc-
tions used for power supply and for measuring the Hall electromotive force
(EMF) disappear and the Hall element actually stops operating.

The purpose of this work is to present our results of design and study of silicon
sensors manufactured in the base of the «silicon on insulator» (SOI) technology
and to demonstrate that SOI thin-film transistors (TFT) as a sensitive elements of
magnetic and temperature sensors provide the temperature range extension for Si
sensors as for high temperatures and cryogenic temperature as well. Also discussed
the possibility of increasing the operating temperature limit of the microelectronic
elements of the service electronics of the sensors.
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Object of Study

Sensing element represents the double-gate TF MOSFET with built-in n+–n–n+

channel and MISIM field-effect control system integrated with traditional Si Hall
element in the same structure [2]. Further, it is denoted as field-effect Hall sensor—
FEHS. It’s formed in a thin Si layer of the SOI structure with electron concentration
5 � 1014 cm−3. One of the components of the MISIM field control system is
formed by the buried dielectric of the SOI structure (SiO2) and by the Si substrate
with Al metallization. The other part of the control system is traditional for
MOSFETs. The additional n+ contacts for Hall-effect measurements are located on
the opposite lateral sides of the n-Si operating layer. The fabricated FEHSes were of
different geometry and shapes, here are the results for FEHSes with the geometry of
500 � 500 � 0.2 lm and with both SiO2 oxides of 350 nm thick.

FEHS can operate in two different modes: in the depletion mode (DM FEHS)
near the Si–SiO2 interfaces (Fig. 1a) and in the accumulation mode (AM FEHS)
(Fig. 1b). As one can see from Fig. 1 the main difference of the depletion-mode
(DM) FEHS is that there is a peak of the Hall signal in a narrow region of negative
gates potentials, that are exceed the module the positive flat-band potential of the

Fig. 1 Typical hall-transfer characteristics of the FEHS and explanation of the design and
operation modes: FEHS in depletion mode (a) and FEHS in accumulation mode (b)
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accumulation mode FEHS. The amplitude of the peak characterizing the magnetic
sensitivity of the DM FEHS is higher than the maximum Hall signal for the
AM FEHS, meanwhile the channel current significantly less. In other words, for the
magnetic sensitivity DM FEHS is significantly superior to AM FEHS, and
increasing the concentration of donors in the channel of the FEHS to values of the
order of 1016 cm−3, allowing increasing the amplitude of the peak in several times
(Table 1). A further increase in donor concentration leads to a decrease in the
mobility of the electrons, i.e., to reduce the magnetic sensitivity of the DM FEHS.

The first disadvantage of the FEHS in DM is the narrow dynamic range of the
gate potentials in compare to AM FEHS. Also in the context of this work, the
increase of the electron concentration in the channel useful, as it extends the range
of operating temperatures of the FEHS. But, unlike the DM, AM FEHS allows
achieving the increase of operating temperature with almost no change magnetic
sensitivity. This, as will shown further, due to the fact that increasing the con-
centration of electrons in the channel of the AM FEHS is achieved by increasing the
potential of the gates, not a change in the concentration of dopant donor impurity in
the Si layer of the SOI structure. The said above is the reason for the discussion in
the results of the AM FEHS research.

Experimental Results

The measurements of the AM FEHS were performed in a temperature range of LHT
(1.7 K) up to 335 °C. Figure 2a shows the experimentally measured data of the
Hall EMF at the near LHT.

Measurement at this temperature is possible despite the fact that the donor
impurity in the channel is not ionized. This is achieved due to the fact that the
positive potential applied to the gates of the MISIM field controlling system pro-
vides accumulation of electrons supplied from the power source. The maximum
operating temperature in our experiments (335 °C) as shown in Fig. 2b was not
caused by any physical limitations but was determined by the used housings of the
AM FEHS. One can see from Fig. 2b, it is also possible to control the magnetically
induced signal value by changing the potential of the FEHS gates.

Table 1 The calculated dependence of the maximum value of the Hall EMF from the
concentration of electrons in the channel of the DM FEHS at constant values of supply voltage
(4 V) and magnetic induction (60 mT)

Donor concentration, cm−3 Hall EMF, mV

1014 8

1015 17

1016 50

1017 35
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Discussion of the Results

It is known [3] that the use of SOI technology allows to increase the operating
temperature of an MOS transistor with an induced channel as compared with
analogs made of monocrystalline bulk silicon wafers (MOS transistors with an
induced channel are the basis of the CMOS-technology, which is used in the
production of the majority of modern silicon and SOI ICs). In a SOI transistor, the
areas of the source’s and drain’s p–n junctions are substantially smaller and, hence,
the leakage currents are smaller than those of traditional silicon MOS transistors. In
this case, for excess current carriers that occur in the substrate with an increase in
the temperature, the buried dielectric layer of the SOI structure acts as a barrier that
prevents their penetration into the channel of the transistor. It was already shown in
early works on SOI MOS transistors that were published in the 1980s–1990s that
the operating temperature limit of these transistors is 200–220 °C. This is tens of
degrees higher than that of the silicon analogs. With the development of nan-
otechnology, not only the length of current-conducting channels of SOI MOS
transistors, but also their thickness dramatically decreased. In this regard, the area of
the p–n junctions of the source and drain decreased even more, accordingly, the
leakage currents decreased and the operating temperature, which reaches approxi-
mately 300 °C in modern SOI MOS transistors, increased. The field-effect Hall
sensor is a SOI transistor with a built-in channel in which p–n junctions are absent.
Thus, the limitation of the operating temperature by the leakage currents is absent.
Notable that the downscaling to nano-sizes is not promising for magnetosensitive
transistors of an FEHS. This threatens the sensor with a sensitivity loss since the
magneto sensitivity of the Hall elements is higher as longer the distance between
the Hall contacts is [4]. It is evident that the increase of the concentration of the

Fig. 2 Experimental results of the AM FEHS measurements: a dynamic range at the near LHT;
b Hall EMF over potential of AM FEHS’s gates dependencies
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thermally generated carriers in the area of the partially depleted channel to a value
that is close to the average electron concentration in the accumulated area is a
substantial limitation on the operating temperature of an FEHS. It follows from here
that it is possible to increase the operating temperature of the AM FEHS by
increasing the gate potential and accordingly the electron concentration in the
accumulated layer. Figure 3 shows the calculated distribution of the concentration
of electrons used to estimate the operating temperature limit of the AM FEHS. The
calculated estimates of the achievable operating temperature of the AM FEHS by
increasing voltages at the gates are summarized in Table 2. These estimates relate to
the possibility of using the AM FEHS in magnetic field sensors with an analog
output and measurement accuracy of the magnetic field of no worse than 1%. When
using such a sensing element in sensors with digital output, in which measurement
accuracy is not critical, the operating temperature may be even higher.

According to Fig. 2a, AM FEHS operate comfortably at liquid-helium temper-
atures when atoms of donors in Si are completely neutral and electrons are fed to
the channel of an FEHS by the power supply. It is known that the MOS transistors
can operate in these conditions [5]. However, an AM FEHS possesses certain
characteristics that facilitate cryogenic measurements. The gate dielectrics in its
MISIM system have a sufficiently high positive built-in charge, which allows the
formation of accumulated areas near the interfaces even at small supply voltages
and gate potentials. From the physical viewpoint, the measurement of the Hall EMF

Fig. 3 Calculated
distribution of the
concentration of electrons
over the Si film cross-section.
The red line shows the level
of intrinsic concentration in Si
at the temperature of 575 °C

Table 2 The estimated operation temperature limits of the FEHS

Initial
concentration of
donors ND, cm

−3

Potentials at the
FEHS’s gates Vg,
V

Average concentration of
electrons in accumulated
areas, cm−3

Estimated operating
temperature limit, °
C

5 � 1014 4 2.7 � 1015 325

8 1.2 � 1016 375

12 2.9 � 1016 425

38 2.9 � 1017 575
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at temperatures below 20 K (i.e., in conditions of the neutrality of donor impurity
atoms) are of special interest. They allow one to study the influence of surface states
near the SiO2–Si interfaces on the carrier mobility since the contribution of the
volumetric carrier mobility in silicon to the Hall signal in this temperature range
remains unchanged.

Let us describe the data on the influence of temperature changes in the practically
important range (−25 to 325 °C) on a Hall EMF at constant supply voltages, gate
potentials, and magnetic induction in the process of measurements (Fig. 2b).
According to the figure, the Hall EMF decreases monotonically with the increase in
the temperature, which is mainly related to a decrease in the electron mobility [6]. In
magnetic sensitive ICs, it is accepted to compensate for this effect by using an
additional electron unit as a part of the sensor to decrease the influence of mobility
changes on the measured signal [7]. However, for an FEHS-based sensor, this
problem can be solved by changing the potentials of the gates that are included in the
feedback circuit with Hall contacts [8]. In this case, the temperature coefficient of the
dependence of the magnetic sensitivity of an FEHS can be decreased to*0.02%/°C
versus *0.4%/°C, which corresponds to the traditional Hall Si-element [2].

For research of possibility of development of SOI microelectronic functional
elements of the sensors, that are operating-capable at the increased temperatures (up
to 225 °C according to the technical requirements for the contract) in compare to
analogs made of bulk Si were developed and investigated schemes of the power
supply stabilizer and the electronic key.

It is shown that the temperature range of the power supply stabilizer can reach
230 °C, and the temperature range of the electronic key can reach at least 300 °C.
The choice of these two components resulted from our development of a universal
multifunction sensor the magnetic field and temperature with a frequency output
[9]. Stable operation of such a sensor with a frequency output requires stabilization
of the operating current and the use of electronic keys, switching modes of
measurement of the magnetic field and temperature sensor. This development, in
particular, showed that the main element of the conversion impact in the frequency
—multivibrator, can be made on the basis of similar field-effect transistors
including thin-film SOI MOSFETs presented in this work.

Thus it is obvious that a microelectronic sensor with frequency output can be
created on the base of thin-film SOI sensing element and thin-film n-channel
MISIM transistors, using the developed high-temperature voltage stabilizer and an
electronic key. Working temperature of the sensor may be at least 300 °C.

Conclusions

In this work, we proposed and investigated SOI sensing element of sensors of
various external factors (magnetic field and temperature), the maximum operating
temperature of which 400 °C higher than that for the silicon analogs and signifi-
cantly exceeds the requirements of the technical specifications.
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It is expected that the results obtained will be primarily used in sensory devices
for spacecraft.
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